
25 Trading Tips to Live By 
 

1. The key to successful trading is, knowing truthfully who you are. 

2. Keep records of your trading results and examine and fix losers ASAP. 

3. Work to trade with no emotions…trade with your intelligence. 

4. Continually strive for calming patience, unlimited perserverance, 

unstoppable determination, and trading resolve to any small challenge. 

5. There is NO place for EGO in the successful trading strategy 

6. Keep your mind on moving “forward” and thinking with a positive attitude, 

no matter what the market gives you. 

7. Knowing when NOT to trade is as important as knowing when to trade.  Leave 

the market for the day, take a break when you need it and ALWAYS be kind to 

yourself. 

8. Make it a habit to learn three new things a day. 

9. Great traders WORK, they put the time in and have a game plan. 

10. Great traders NEVER get there…they are continually learning and 

modifying their approach and work to NEVER repeat losses. 

11. Great traders remove themselves from the opinions of others. 

12. Plan your trades and trade your plans. 

13. Love your LOSSES-each one is an opportunity to learn something. Take 

advantage of every loss to improve your trading. 

14. Suggestion:  Only talk trading…to traders. 

15. MUST RULE:  never CANCEL a well-planned, stop loss order after it’s placed. 

16. Know your 3 price points when you enter (entry price, stop loss, profit 

target) 

17. Never let anxiety place your trade.  Wait for a great trade – like a great pitch. 

18. Over trading is a sign your NOT in control. 

19. Loses make the trader studious-not profits.  

20. Trading is difficult and frustrating.  You are the most important element in 

the equation for success. 

21. Remember:  You cannot change the market…the reality it is…it is what it 

is…YOU just have to figure it out…if it stops giving you what you want change 

or get out. 

22. Consider losses as “small trading hic-ups” a blip on the radar and let it go.  

23. Never add to a losing position. 

24. When in a trade continually ask What’s really happening?  And trade from 

reality. 

25. Be kind to yourself, have forward thinking thoughts during your trading day and 

forgive the small blips FAST!  And it’s ok to ask for help…get it when you know 

you need it. 

 

 

 

 


